AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA) AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR) CALIFORNIA SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TREATMENT FACILITY AND STATE PRISON AT CORCORAN, (SATF) REGARDING THE ACTIVATION OF FACILITY G
BUILDING 1 ADDITIONAL 88 LEVEL II ENHANCED OUTPATIENT PROGRAM (EOP) SENSITIVE NEEDS YARD (SNY) BEDS
AND FACILITY G BUILDING 3 ADDITIONAL 44 LEVEL II EOP SNY BEDS. SECTIONS B and C
(CDCR LOG # 17-077-0)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the
conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on June 19, 2017, regarding the Activation of G1, additional 88
Level II EOP SNY Beds and G3, additional 44 Level II EOP SNY Beds, sections B and C. This agreement becomes an
addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 06 Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01,
which expires on July 2, 2018.

- CCPOA and the State (SATF) agree in an emergency situation EOP/SNY and non EOP/SNY may be housed
  in the same sections of G Building 3 EOP/SNY and non EOP/SNY will not be housed in the same pod of G
  Building 3.
- CCPOA and the State (SATF) agree G Building 1 and G Building 3 EOP officers will only assume yard duties
during EOP recreational yard group therapy.
- CCPOA and the State (SATF) agree that from 1600 hours until 2330 hours when an EOP SNY Patient is
  escorted to the Treatment and Triage area (TTA) by an assigned EOP escort Officer from G Building 1 and
  G Building 3 the remaining building officers in G1 and G3 believe program modifications are necessary the
  officers will contact the Facility Sergeant/Lieutenant who will determine which dayroom program will be
  modified.
- CCPOA and the State (SATF) agree that within 90 days of implementation date of the G Building 1 and G
  Building 3 EOP Bed Expansion, CCPOA and SATF will locally meet and discuss any workload issues and/or
  impact that arise. If unable to resolve locally the G1/G3 EOP expansion will be reopened for negotiations.
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